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In this edition of our working from home series we have taken a moment to consider the subliminal topic of how the sounds 
and distractions of the home office may be affecting asset managers’ decision-making process. 

There is, by now, a surprisingly large academic literature on the effects of Covid-19 and working from home. It is very 
varied, ranging from learned papers on the ethics of scarce medical resource allocation to helpful advice about schooling 
young children in a small flat. Most of the advice is common-sense and often quite insightful. 

But what advice would you give to an Investment Manager who probably has a better-than-average home working 
environment. Perhaps there is a spare-room or study rather than a busy lounge or kitchen table. 

The ergonomist will give sage advice about the wisdom of the work-environment: height of table and chair, size of screen, 
use of fonts, lighting. This advice applies to the physical nature of the environment. Perhaps a physiologist will talk about 
chronobiology (ie time-of-day effects), drifting into a contrast between being a lark or an owl and how your work pattern 
could be managed around when you are most alert. 

But what about other modifiers? What’s the optimum in terms of: temperature, smells, background noise, music etc.? 
Some, but not all of which you can control. The question is what effects they have on your work? 

This is important because these factors can influence mood which in turn influences decision making. Nearly twenty years 
ago, psychologists looked at the effect of mood (positive vs. negative) on foreign-exchange investment performance with 
‘pleasant’ versus ‘annoying’ background music. They found that participants in an ‘unpleasant music’ group make smaller 
investments. 

In a very recent paper, three Israeli psychologists from the Finance Department of a Business School set out to examine 
the effect of high- and low-arousal music on decision making in financial investments. They looked at two tasks: a lottery-
type task and a portfolio-diversification task. Their participants made investment decisions while either high-tempo music, 
low tempo music, or no music was played.  

They found on the lottery-type task that low-tempo music led to more investment in risky assets than when high-tempo 
was played or no music at all. On the portfolio-diversification task, low-tempo music led to less diversification than high-
tempo music. Interestingly on both tasks, participants who subjectively perceived the music as helpful were deemed to 
have made riskier decisions 

There have, over the years, been many studies on the effects of background noise and decision making. There have been 
applied studies on the effect of music on driving, gambling and shopping as many organisations are interested in changing 
behaviour via the very cheap method of playing mood- and thence behaviour-changing music. 

Studies suggest that there are three factors involved: the nature of the distraction, the task being done and the 
characteristics of the individual.  

Music comes in many categories; fast vs slow; instrumental vs vocal, major vs minor key; loud vs soft; familiar vs 
unfamiliar; classical vs pop. Most of us have preferred ‘music-to-medicate’ by. We know as Noel Coward memorably put it, 
“Strange how potent cheap music is”.  

The data is clear: the more arousing the music, the more distracting. Loud, fast, familiar vocal music can cause great 
interference, which affects thinking and decision making. Also, there is the question is what mood the music induces: 
calmness vs excitement, perhaps nostalgia for the past? This mood can have an impact on investment decisions. Perhaps 
the music makes one feel sad or elated; calm or excited. This can and does have a small but important and significant 
effect on decision making. 

Background stimulation has a more powerful impact on introverts than extroverts. The former is physiologically over 
stimulated so shun it while the opposite is true of extroverts. So introverts are more distracted whatever the background. 

What has all this to do with investment management? Music and other modifiers influence your mood which effects your 
decisions. In the office there may be many low-key distractors like the sound of mechanical devices, others talking, street 
sounds like sirens all the time. It is likely that you have little or no control over them.
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But at home you hopefully have more control: you can modify your olfactory and acoustic environment. The question is 
what to do to maximize your efficiency and the wisdom of your decisions? When to boost your mood or maximize your 
concentration. This is a personal decision but one which can have a significant outcome. 
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